
Is your company green enough? 

clients’ loyalty? Or maybe you are looking 

activity produces? We can help you. 

Product/Service 

* SMART FOREST provides a service "TREE TOKENIZATION",
as well as organizations planting trees.
tokenized tree has 1 own token/certificate) 
Tokenization also ensure 
B2B/B2G only.  

* SMART TREE as a investing pr
into digital form (tokenized) with exact GPS localisation and insurance in case of a damage. 
Basing on a principle [1 tree = 1 token] we can more precisely count how much the carbon 
emission each tree consumes and how many carbon credits it generates, 
reflected in a token price. 

Trees with a very detailed specification (kind, age, localisation and etc.) will be presented 
in a visual way through the dashboard

* SMART FOREST MARKETPLACE 
needed liquidity towards token
B2G,B2B,B2C sectors. 

Examples of our ecosystem daily use:

 Neutralization of Carbon Footprint (by the company and privates) 
 Green ratings (we provide a transparent register how many trees the company owns 

and how much oxygen they produce)
 Gift for a client (with every deal you made y
 Special events (you can plant very special kind of trees on special occasions 

memory of WW2 victims and etc.) 
 Global actions (green belts and etc.)
 VIP: offers like logotype out of trees (everlasting visual symbol of your company seen 

from the air) 

Would you like to know more details? 

Is your company green enough? Would you like to improve your image or increase the 

Or maybe you are looking for a solution for a carbon footprint your 

We can help you.  

 

Our tree-tokenization platform is a solution towards 
carbon footprint neutralization and company image 
improvement by using tokenized trees as a fully liquid 
asset in a transparent register. 

 

provides a service "TREE TOKENIZATION", what can be useful for 
as well as organizations planting trees. All information about every tree in forest (1 

e has 1 own token/certificate) is recorded in a transpar
Tokenization also ensure the trees liquidity on an every stage of their natural growth. 

as a investing product – is a real tree with certificate of ownership, brought 
into digital form (tokenized) with exact GPS localisation and insurance in case of a damage. 
Basing on a principle [1 tree = 1 token] we can more precisely count how much the carbon 

ch tree consumes and how many carbon credits it generates, 
reflected in a token price.  

Trees with a very detailed specification (kind, age, localisation and etc.) will be presented 
in a visual way through the dashboard of mobile/web APP. Offer is for 

SMART FOREST MARKETPLACE for smart trees and carbon credits as a tool
needed liquidity towards token-trees and carbon credits. Mobile/web APP.

s of our ecosystem daily use: 

Neutralization of Carbon Footprint (by the company and privates)  
Green ratings (we provide a transparent register how many trees the company owns 

and how much oxygen they produce) 
Gift for a client (with every deal you made you can plant trees and pass them
Special events (you can plant very special kind of trees on special occasions 

memory of WW2 victims and etc.)  
Global actions (green belts and etc.) 
VIP: offers like logotype out of trees (everlasting visual symbol of your company seen 

Would you like to know more details?  

SUPPORTED BY: 
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l information about every tree in forest (1 

transparent register. 
on an every stage of their natural growth. Offer 

is a real tree with certificate of ownership, brought 
into digital form (tokenized) with exact GPS localisation and insurance in case of a damage. 
Basing on a principle [1 tree = 1 token] we can more precisely count how much the carbon 

ch tree consumes and how many carbon credits it generates, which will be 

Trees with a very detailed specification (kind, age, localisation and etc.) will be presented 
 B2B,B2C,B2G. 

for smart trees and carbon credits as a tool - is providing 
Mobile/web APP. Offer for 

 
Green ratings (we provide a transparent register how many trees the company owns 

ou can plant trees and pass them) 
Special events (you can plant very special kind of trees on special occasions – in a 

VIP: offers like logotype out of trees (everlasting visual symbol of your company seen 
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